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Choose the right sound for you with the Music Hero wireless speaker and headphones

RED MUSIC

The Groovy headphones and Tiny speaker are practical, trendy accessories that stand out with their design and modern colours.

GROOVY HEADPHONES

These stereo headphones are very comfortable and give a high level audio experience . Connect them wirelessly to a
smartphone or tablet and listen to music for up to 4 hours; the sound quality is excellent, so you can totally immerse yourself in
your favourite song. The soft, adjustable earcups ensure absolute comfort even during prolonged use, making them suitable for
both leisure and work. If you need to call a client or friend, the built-in microphone allows you to speak clearly and distinctly.
You don't need to use your device to change tracks or adjust the volume; simply use the multi-function buttons on the
headphones. When out of power, connect them to a power source via the Micro-USB cable provided.

TINY SPEAKER

The speaker's small size makes it perfect for taking to the beach, the mountains or simply to the park. The practical strap allows
you to attach it to a backpack or handbag. Use it at home to make calls from the comfort of your sofa or while you're making
dinner in the kitchen. The built-in speakerphone and excellent sound quality ensure a clear conversation. The integrated
controls make managing music and calls easy and intuitive. The battery provides up to 2 hours of use, and the included
charging cable will give you the option to plug it into a power bank or wall charger when out of charge.

Learn more about the Groovy headphones

Learn more about the Tiny speaker

https://www.sbsmobile.com/ita/it/wireless/4070-cuffie-wireless-stereo-regolabili-8018417264986.html
https://www.sbsmobile.com/ita/it/speaker/6478-mini-speaker-wireless-rotondo-8018417292903.html
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Technical data
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Logistics data
Amount Inner: 1  
Amount Master: 1  
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